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Abstract
Our social relations are changing, we are now not just talking to each other, but we are now
also talking to artificial intelligence (AI) assistants. We claim AI assistants present a new form
of digital connectivity risk and a key aspect of this risk phenomenon relates to user risk
awareness (or lack of) regarding AI assistant functionality. AI assistants present a significant
societal risk phenomenon amplified by the global scale of the products and the increasing use
in healthcare, education, business, and service industry. However, there appears to be little
research concerning the need to not only understand the risks of AI assistant technologies but
also how to frame and communicate the risks to users. How can users assess the risks without
fully understanding the complexity of the technology? This is a challenging and unwelcome
scenario. AI assistant technologies consists of a complex eco-system and demands explicit and
precise communication in terms of communicating and contextualising the new digital risk
phenomenon. The paper then agues for the need to examine how to best to explain and support
both domestic and commercial user risk awareness regarding AI assistants. To this end, we
propose the method of creating a risk narrative which is focused on temporal points of changing
societal connectivity and contextualised in terms of risk. We claim the connectivity risk
narrative provides an effective medium in capturing, communicating, and contextualising the
risks of AI assistants in a medium that can support explainability as a risk mitigation
mechanism.
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Introduction
Artificial Intelligence Assistants and Risk
From smart phones, smart speakers, and smart TVs, to vehicle infotainment and wearables, the
use of artificial intelligence assistants (AIAs) is an increasingly ubiquitous and challenging
social phenomenon (Dale, 2015) (Janeček, 2017). The use of artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies will offer many benefits (Canbek & Mutlu, 2016) and risks (Alzahrani, 2016).
The use of AI in relation to our digital online experience presents one of the most significant
socio-technological risk scenarios (Dale, 2017). This is most evident in the volume of global
users and the real-time analytics in use. Moreover, AIAs present a form of AI that is specifically
designed to act as a conduit and outward lens to what users digitally perceive, access and
engage with (McLean & Osei-Frimpong, 2019). This presents a powerful technology that uses
analytics to determine news feeds, information, products and purchases (Mote, 2012). The
tailoring of user experience presents significant risks to privacy (Albrecht, 2016) but these risks
are focused on the user and less on the service provider. This is largely because the framing of
tailoring experience as a key functionality places emphasis on an accept our terms of service
or do not use scenario. Wherein access and use of the technology is dependent upon user
agreement to permit access and analysis of user data (McLean & Osei-Frimpong, 2019). This
also presents opportunity to bypass and circumvent data regulations. This agreement supports
core assistance functionality but also opens the door to many other contexts of data use
(Nissenbaum, 2004) and behavioural analytics (Doyle, 2011).
AIAs also present an inward digital lens for service providers to gaze in upon our lives and in
understanding and commodifying our behaviour via predictive analytics, emotive computing
(Weizenbaum, 1966), and nudging. Hence, AIAs present significant commercial and social
benefits and risks, and it is increasingly difficult to understand the relations between both. AIAs
present a complex technological artefact consisting of many different technologies brought
together to create a simplistic human machine interface (HMI) utilising natural language
processing (NLP) (Nadkarni, Ohno-Machado, & Chapman, 2011). The technologies of AIAs
are complex for many reasons, these range from the commercial context of the design
incorporating many different revenue streams, to the novel and changing social use contexts
(Crandall & Song, 2013). It is how AIAs are used in commercial and domestic contexts that
creates a complexity of socio-technological relations. The relations are not only new but are
sometimes unfamiliar to us. AIAs bring the appearance of normal human language use into a
new social relation between machines and humans (Guzman, 2017).
AIA risk is amplified by the general lack of user awareness regarding potential risks, there is a
knowledge gap regarding different data use contexts (Dale, 2017). There is a clear lack of
transparency and explainability relating to commodification of user data flows in the use
contexts of AIAs (Bottis & Bouchagiar, 2018). Hence, we focus on two key aspects; the
challenge to understand the new connected risk phenomenon of AIAs as a development on
previous online risk patterns (Hasebrink, 2011) and, the challenge to frame and communicate
the risks around AIA use. In response to the first we emphasise contextualising AIAs as a
connectivity risk narrative. This has proven a useful method in many other contexts of risk
communication regarding complex social scenarios such as in human decision making
regarding health and risk of disease transfer (Wit, Das, & Vet, 2008). The purpose of this is to
highlight the relations between changing dynamics of social and user connectivity, and risk.
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There is already an unfolding risk narrative regarding digital risk and this in part informs the
risks surrounding AIAs. Moreover, AIAs are a form of connectivity that change the
connectivity relations and this change requires investigation as it is a key contextual medium
that supports effective risk contextualisation of AIAs. In this way, a connectivity risk narrative
provides a useful means of understanding AIA in terms of digital risks as well as providing a
medium that can support transparency and explainability.
We claim that due to governance challenges confronting socially embedded AI technologies
and in particular AIAs, there is a need to not only understand the socio-technological risk
relations but to understand, frame them, and communicate them to a variety of key decisionmaking stakeholders (Otway & Thomas, 1982). AIAs are built upon an existent digital social
connectivity risk phenomenon (Lupton, 2016), relating to many different digital risk metrics;
from privacy (Papacharissi, 2010., Pierson and Heyman, 2011), the ownership and control of
personal data (Rosen, 2011), user data commodification and risk (Hildebrandt, 2013a, 2013b.,
Zuboff, 2019), the gaming of informed consent (Gunkel, 2014), explainability (Preece, 2018)
to more social impacts resulting from use. In short AIAs are entering what is already a complex
connectivity risk phenomenon regarding social use of digital online connections. The
introduction of AIAs could amplify many of the existent forms of digital risks to society and
end users. We claim it is necessary to situate and contextualise AIAs in relation to the existent
digital risk and connectivity narrative. This could be achieved by constructing a specific
purpose focused connectivity narrative for AIAs.
This paper responds to this challenge by proposing the creation and adaption of multiple
methods regarding social and conceptual meaning and communication. The hybrid
methodology proposes a remix of narratology, conceptual analysis (in keeping with the
analytical tradition), risk, relational ethics, and ontological elucidation. The combination of
methods in an ad hoc1 fashion is increasingly important in responding to socio-technological
complexity (Heyvaert et al, 2013) and creates what we refer to as a connectivity risk narrative.
We defend this flexible and iterative method as a possible useful medium supporting
descriptive analysis and prescriptive communication regarding explainability and the need to
situate AIAs in a connectivity risk phenomenon. In what follows we address questions
regarding what are the digital risks of AIAs, how can we elucidate, communicate, and explain
the risks? In response we argue that AIAs present a new complex socio-technological risk
phenomenon.
What is packaged and framed as an assistance technology could become more akin to a
surveillance technology collecting data for commodification and further data analytics research
by both human and machine analysis (Andrejevic and Gates, 2014). Moreover, as user data
becomes increasingly valuable there is a risk of function creep that will push the functionality
of AIAs to focus more on targeted data retrieval. This could relate to AIA engagement informed
by behavioural analytics, nudging to emotive computing. This presents many challenges, a
complex ubiquitous cloud-based AI technology designed as an innocuous personal assistant
has a dual use. It is designed to gather data to support not just user functionality but to support
commodification of user data. If we follow Nissenbaum’s contextual integrity we can frame
this as two data flows, one regarding appropriate data flow to support user functionality
1

By ad hoc here the creation or design of as a solution for a specific context or problem
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(Nissenbaum, 2004) and a second non-appropriate data flow to support commodification of
user data (Barth, Datta, Mitchell, & Nissenbaum, 2006) (Nissenbaum, 2017). The complexity
of AIA’s presents many data flows that require contextualisation. These may be low level risks
regarding user data supporting product research to high level risks to profit from user data by
behavioural commodification (Matzner, 2014).

Part One: Constructing a Narrative to Capture and Communicate the
Connectivity Risk Phenomenon
The phenomenon of connectivity presents unique digital risks which change and grow in
complexity as the technology changes the forms of connectivity (Zuboff, 1988, 1996; Van
Loon, 2001; Turkle, 2006, 2011; Lupton, 2016; Floridi, 2018). Until recently these risks were
often framed in terms of the impact of digitisation on individual behaviour and the
amplification of negative human traits, such as internet use social media addiction,
pornography, violence (Berson and Ferron, 2002), gambling, bullying, and the desire to be
“always-on” or “always connected” (Turkle, 2006, 2011 Middleton, 2007). Throughout the
literature there are calls for new methods to understand the digital risk phenomenon (Van Loon,
2001, Lupton, 2016). The challenging nature of the connectivity phenomenon is captured in
the privacy paradox wherein the risks and concerns relating to undermining privacy are often
misplaced (Barth & De Jong 2017) or overridden to access digital platforms or uses (Awad &
Krishnan, 2006).
A narrative methodology offers a qualitative approach to capturing a complex and dynamic
environment. Such a method offers significant utility as there is a need for a flexible narrative
based methodology in multiple locations. In the first instance, such an approach would be
useful within the academy in order to address the issues related to chronology and power
relations implicit in the political economy of the AIAs (Cate, 2014). Secondly, such a view
would be useful for regulation and the development of public policy as it would allow for
probable pathways and indeed path dependencies to the factored in (Matzner, 2014). Thirdly,
the introduction of more visible narrative based risk dialogues would be a useful addition in
terms of informed consent for users (Gunkel, 2014). Our reference to ad hoc or flexible
approaches is a function of the heterogeneity of changing connectivity and the further capacity
to remotely change the functionality of AIAs. As AIAs are a cloud-based infrastructure that
can be easily adapted. Therefore, setting out and communicating use contexts is critical and
any attempt to create a one-size fits all methodology even framed in terms of a narrative
structure would be likely to be counterproductive. This is also supported when one considers
the variety of use applications AIA technologies offer.
To take an example, a part of my research concerning the use of AI technologies in autonomous
vehicles concerns HMI and the risk challenges regarding vehicle control transfer between
human and machine (Bellet et al, 2019). Information delivery can support driver awareness and
support risk mitigation by using AIAs in assisted driving systems.2 Given the current
regulatory position, there are narrative lines that can be pursued here, and these would assist
us in judging the risk to consumers and indeed wider society. At automation levels 3 and 4
where the driving task is shared between human and the machine, the AIAs might be useful in
terms of allowing the driver to better understand his or her performance as a driver and indeed
2
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direct drivers to resources that might allow them to improve. At this point in the story the risk
seems relatively discreet. However, consider the implications if the driver’s interactions with
the AIA are commodified and sold to third parties who would have commercial benefits from
such access. This is most apparent today in the changing relations between society, new data
technologies, digital users and insurance companies (Bologa, Bologa, & Florea, 2013).
Insurance actors have for some time perceived digital forensics as an economical means of
constructing more informed risk assessments regarding social behaviour and lifestyles
(Parthasarathy, 2004). This type of granular data on driving skills sets and perhaps on
attitudinal traits around the driving task could allow the insurers to more accurately metricise
risk (Paefgen, Staake, & Thiesse, 2013). For an individual, the consequences are fairly obvious
in rising premium costs or even in some cases no access to insurance (Bates, Saria, OhnoMachado, Shah, & Escobar, 2014). However, for society the long term impacts may be less
apparent in that it may result in cohorts of people being deemed uninsurable and therefore
denied access to the roads (Dhar, 2016). Hence, we propose a method that allows for a
continuum whereby risk is understood along a narrative line in which specific context becomes
more available. Narratology and risk have a long and established history as a medium of
framing and communicating uncertainty (Mairal, 2008). Accordingly, the construction of a
connectivity risk narrative allows for a more accurate taxonomy of risk to become visible and
explainable which can inform a decision where a genuine informed consent is elicited
(Golding, Krimsky, & Plough, 1992). It can also be utilised to communicate the complexities
of scientific knowledge in a more practical medium regarding the potential weighing of
technologies in terms of user centric applications (Downs, 2014).
1.1 Narratology as a Lens that Captures Change, Temporality and Risk
Kierkegaard’s philosophical stance offers a helpful introductory framing to our interrogation
of the changing digital risk society and the utility of the connectivity risk narrative:
"It is really true what philosophy tells us, that life must be understood backwards. But with
this, one forgets the second proposition, that it must be lived forwards. A proposition which,
the more it is subjected to careful thought, the more it ends up concluding precisely that life
at any given moment cannot really ever be fully understood; exactly because there is no single
moment where time stops completely in order for me to take position [to do this]: going
backwards."
Søren Kierkegaard, Journalen, JJ:16, 1843

As the quote points out it is not possible to create a temporal moment to understand the digital
society, in terms of connectivity and risk. Rather, we must look backwards in order to
understand how we ought or want to live going forward. We focus on constructing a
connectivity risk narrative, which is informed by contextualising digital risk. The narrative is
not limited to mere linear movement since the contextualisation of connectivity also acts as a
more specific lens engaging the connectivity phenomenon from a vertical axis. In this way, the
narrative consists of both horizontal contextualisation’s and vertical contexts of elucidation.
Combining such forms of elucidation provides a mapping of complex relations. Collectively,
both methods aim to capture the changing temporal phenomenon of connectivity and risk. The
contextual analysis supplements this linear relational model by elucidating the changing
connectivity relations by mapping them ontologically in terms of connectivity risks. These
movements combine to constitute the connectivity risk narrative.
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Narratology has proven a popular methodology both for framing linear temporal phenomenon
and for supporting meaning through the contextualization of events (Henwood et al. 2011).
Nonetheless, the approach has attracted criticism for perceived oversimplifications (Mitchell
and Egudo, 2003). That being said, by grafting the narrative method with a heightened
awareness of risk-framing insights, it is possible to support the construction of the narratology
of connectivity risk. The connectivity risk narrative is therefore a hybrid combination of
methods which offers considerable elucidatory value, particularly in providing a lens from
which a wide vista of temporal relations can be reviewed. It is our contention that connectivity
represents a distinct phenomenon regarding the digitisation of society. Moreover, by framing
this connectivity phenomenon in terms of risk within the narrative method, a practical means
of framing and interrogating the societal, ethical, and legal impacts of technology is presented.
In constructing the connectivity risk narrative there is a need to explicate the sociotechnological relations of each phase of connectivity in terms of key risks. Once this timeline
is identified, the relations between the points can be used to ringfence the changing risk
phenomenon. Collectively the points and relations provide a narrative which communicates an
economical medium of meaning relating to connectivity and digital risk. It provides a means
of identifying the risk awareness already in place as a means to support further understanding
of what is yet to come. As such, it is a welcome forward-facing movement which builds upon
previous change as a means of gaining understanding. While the paper proposes a delineation
of the AI impact on connectivity and risk relations, it is evident that doing so requires new
methods to fully explicate and convey the process. To this end, this paper frames connectivity
as a temporally changing phenomenon with a changing risk layer.

Figure 1: Connectivity narrative flow chart.
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The above chart identifies two key benefits of the connectivity risk narrative methodology as
a means of capturing the dynamic environment in terms of capturing the variables involved in
a relational manner. This is achieved as temporal moments of contexts akin to nodes containing
further information values. The narrative provides a means of bringing together key identifiable
relations that offer mechanisms that economically communicate otherwise complex
information, in a format that users already have some contextual underpinnings to engage with
the information. This supports an outcome of greater informed engagement and risk awareness.
The external world is both increasingly connected and unregulated in terms of data collection,
use, ownership, and user consent. While there is no ex machina resolution to the failures of
top-down governance, there are two bottom-up regimes which may act as catalysts to change
the realm of data commodification and elicitation of user consent. These relate to the
development of engineering ethics for AI innovation and commercialisation, and the need to
reclaim and contextualise user consent as a workable risk management mechanism. This
investigation focuses on the latter in seeking to educe a reclamation of an informed consent
culture which is grounded in transparency and explainability.

Part Two: Framing the Challenges of Artificial Intelligence Assistants
2.1 What do AIAs mean as a social technology?
It will take time to develop top-down governance regimes to address the risks of AIAs and to
consider legal and regulatory mechanisms to mitigate them. Accordingly, bottom up responses
could potentially mitigate societal risks of social AI uses and offer a pragmatic response.
Societal digital education (Martin, 2008) is the obvious response to the governance lacuna but
we must address questions of risk communication and societal risk perception. Risk is intrinsic
to the context of end user and the societal context of AI explainability regarding user
understanding the contextual use of the AIA (Sciutti et al, 2018). Risk and AI explainability
are key aspects that must be brought together to create a hybrid means of confronting informed
user understanding of AIAs. What this means is that users need to be made aware of the
governance lacuna around AIA use. In short, the context of societal and user acceptance of
AIAs is built upon a dogmatic view of both governance and trust in top-down state, trans-state,
corporate self-governance, and ethics.
The reality is one wherein users of socially embedded examples of AI such as AIAs, now need
to engage with the question of digital and data governance, and question the use risks to support
informed consent. While there are many means of undermining informed consent as is evident
in what Gunkel describes as the gaming of consent (Gunkel, 2014), there remains a potential
to reclaim consent by combining risk communication and AI explainability. The usual modus
operandi of data business is to construe user consent as permission to pass data ownership
rights to the service provider or actor. Nissenbaum describes this model as an outdated
mechanism that does not effectively capture the context of the data relations (Nissenbaum,
2017). Moreover, it is the gaming of consent that has also become a risk to user data uses. In
this way, any subsequent data use is effectively obfuscated by the terms of service (TOS), user
agreements (UA), or terms and conditions (T&Cs) (Gunkel, 2014).
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2.2 Responding to the Challenging Risk Phenomenon of AIAs
AIAs can be viewed as devices changing the paradigm of user connectivity on a macro scale
and also in a micro scale by changing the end user connectivity relationship in many ways. As
set out above, this amounts to using both as enabling methods to interrogate the societal and
ethical contexts, through the lens and activity of constructing a connectivity risk narrative.
Furthermore, this ad hoc hybrid methodology combines the method of narratology to create a
linear frame of temporal points. The framing constructs a storyboard of changing societal
moments of connectivity which is supplemented in two further methodological movements.
The first of these concerns the contextualisation of each temporal point or connectivity moment
in terms of user and societal risk. The risk layer identifies the changing connectivity landscape
as the narrative moves on.

Data Controllers: Desire to Connect Users
Data

Artificial Intelligence to control Connections

Commodifi
cation

User Desire to Connect
Online Platforms

Fixed Connection

Data
Surveillance

Mobile Connections: Devices, Wearable &
Apps

IOT

Figure 2: Changing Connectivity Relations

As illustrated in Figure 2 above, connectivity has radically evolved from fixed to mobile
connections, and to a general connectivity phenomenon consisting of many different forms of
connection, over a relatively short time period. Within this rising phenomenon, AI technologies
increasingly control and filter user connectivity and user experience (Pierson and Heyman,
2011).
The inherent duality of AI products in terms of the technology’s commercial basis and the
lucrative market of data commodification is now all too clear. AIAs are an important example
of this dual use, given that the technology is marketed and labelled as an assistant, but the core
design and functionality comprise user data analytics for downstream commodification. Such
duality underscores the commercial dependency on data harvesting and analytics and raises
questions as to the volume of specific data actually required to support functionality. These
questions directly obtain to issues of user consent, limitations, and data needs, and
explainability of the technology in terms of design and function. Moreover, AI duality is
evident in the conflict communicated in meaning, which while framed as assistive
technologies, actually underlies the functional dependency on data and harvesting data for
further commodification; a point which is reiterated by Hildebrandt:
“I refer to the fact that our life world is increasingly populated with things that are trained
to foresee our behaviours and pre-empt our intent… we are learning slowly but steadily to
foresee that we are being foreseen, accepting that things know our moods, our purchasing
habits, our mobility patterns, our political and sexual preferences and our sweet spots.”
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(Mireille Hildebrandt, 2015, viii)

Moreover, Hildebrandt’s observations on being foreseen echo a number of the central themes
of this paper; in particular, that temporality is a key consideration and that consent elicited at
a given time is likely to lead to a chain of events in which human agents become further
integrated into the digital space. The figure below depicts the inadvertent formulation of such
pathway dependencies and emphasises the need for better comprehension of the narratives
and risks around artificial intelligence (see figure 3).

Change &
New Risks
Decision
Dissorientation

& Risk
Distortion

Data Commodification

Changing
Connectivity
= Changing
Risk
Phenomenon
Complexity
of Multiple

Risk
Transfer

Connections

Numerous
Governance

Limitations

Figure 3: The Multi-relational Model of Connectivity Risk Relations

Part three: The Digital Society and Constructing the Connectivity
Risk Narrative
3.1 The Social Network and Connectivity as Human Social Desire
As innovation drives ever greater connectivity, informed user decisionality is increasingly
eroded. Accordingly, alternative methods must be considered to breach this divide and lessen
obfuscation by supporting technological transparency and explainability. This is not only
imperative for users but for all connectivity stakeholders to make informed decisions
concerning their various forms of connectivity and the data generated. Connectivity has
become the core value of social digitisation and the key commodity both for users wishing to
connect and markets seeking to connect users. Our societies, and the very nature of social
relations, are now arguably defined by the nature and wealth of digital connections.
Connectivity inherently acts to determine group relations, the global formation of which, exert
immense societal impact in terms of power, politics, ethics, human rights, and welfare. Once
citizens are connected, their various rights and values are absorbed into the network to some
extent. Their relation and potential import, however, rest on a range of factors.
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The digital connectivity diminishes analogue dependency upon socialisation in substituting
new mechanisms of instant gratification through multi-sensory engagement via digital streams
of text, voice and video. As digital and mobile connections increasingly ease the existential
isolation of an analogue world of social separateness the existential implications of digital
connectivity are further elucidated by the changing contexts of connectivity along the narrative.
The individual desire to connect is described as a tether but this changes when third parties
perceive the commodification of the user presence, behaviour and data. This evolves further as
connectivity changes to include third party devices, infrastructure and the ability to analyse the
volume and velocity of societal scales of behaviour. The connectivity risk frame is then used
to demonstrate how the introduction of AI changes connectivity risk relations.
3.2 Understanding Connectivity in terms of the User Desire/demand to Connect
The first temporal point of the connectivity/risk narrative is framed by Sherry Turkle’s (2006,
2011) “always-on” theory of connectivity and a multifaceted risk context which relates to the
concept of “the tethered self.” (ibid), including addiction behaviour (internet and gambling)
(Fumero et al., 2018), changing social norms of communication and online relationships, and
the psychological impact of such changes. “Always-on” refers to the myriad of user-centric
risks which embody the shift from analogue to digital socialisation. As such, the first point of
the narrative presents always-on connectivity as the consensual user-centric desire/demand to
connect and remain connected. The internet offers an online world of digital domains and
digital spaces to meet and access information and services. However, a new phenomenon
which is far less overt than a targeted advert or site redirect is the arrogation of devices such
as data harvesters to generate user profiles and data insights which can be used in-house or
sold to third parties. Meanwhile, social media platforms have become the internet gateway for
millions of users and present another form of connectivity (Venkatadri et al., 2018) which is
designed to retain and entertain users by keeping them connected via numerous devices,
prompts, nudges and targeted alerts. These activities are aimed to further strengthen the user
desire to connect and remain yoked within a behavioural/stimulation loop.
3.3 Third-party Desire/demand to Bind Users to the Digital
The second temporal moment concerns how connectivity now changes from the user decision
to connect to the capacity of third parties to keep users connected. New forms and additional
mechanisms of connection present a new connectivity phenomenon; one that sustains
connection and deters users from disconnecting. It represents the transition from the paradigm
of user desire/demand to connect to the efforts of others to keep the user connectivity sustained
by feeding and perpetuating user desire. Such drives to commodify users rest on external
tethers to their origin; not in user compulsion but in the actions of others who profit from user
connectivity and set out to control the phenomenon of user connectivity. While diverse forms
of external mechanisms are motivated to connect, control, and sustain user connectivity, they
are united in the objective of profiting via marketing. Strategies include third-party marketing
methods, basic user stimulation, utilising and user tracking through cookies (Pierson &
Heyman, 2011), subscription, pop-ups, third party apps, software, and email reminders. These
myriad tools create an unbounded digital feedback loop which keeps users connected and
active in producing data. Thus far, we have considered the human desire to connect to socialise
and the third-party desire to commodify user desire and connectivity.
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3.4 External Network Devices and the Internet of Things (IOT)
The third point on the connectivity/risk narrative concerns the proliferation of the internet of
things (IOT) and the radical new context of external connectivity facilitated by the use of
external networked devices which support both the consensual and non-consensual
connectivity of users. The IOT consists of a variation of types of network devices from user
supported devices such as wearables, health and fitness technologies, connected toys (Kshetri
and Voas, 2018) to third-party devices situated in physical environment to gather data. Turkle
(2010) correctly anticipated that the more penetrating social phenomenon of “always-on”
connectivity would be reinforced by a range of tech devices such as wearable fitness trackers
and the many external third-party devices which now flourish across our social, domestic and
work spaces. Along with geotagging, our domestic spaces are increasingly becoming network
spaces via countless devices, such as connected pet-feeders, speakers, and even fridges.
Businesses are also seeking to adapt connected technologies to wearable technologies, to track
employee activities. As users, our collective data consists of mobile connectivity via smart
phones, along with the IOT, which includes increasing amounts of context specific
environmental data.
3.4 The Connectivity Eco-System, Data and Risk
The infrastructure supporting network connectivity is now centred on wireless connectivity
and mobile apps uniting user identity across software platforms and devices. In fact, new
opportunities for data controllers are driven by the ease and proliferation of wireless network
connectivity, the growth of global online platforms, the massive amounts of user data
available, and supplemented by new data harvesting devices and the tools to analyse the raw
data into even larger data sets. By means of “always-on” connectivity, Big Data and AI
devices are designed to support more efficient data monetisation models of commerce. Various
actors monetise data by availing of service/user agreements which underpin the legality of
accessing user data for in-house or third-party analytics. Such agreements demonstrate how
users support data monetisation by way of their own inability to understand the data risks, this
is summarised by Gray:
“But what kinds of data are these devices actually collecting, when are they collecting it, and
what are they doing with it?”
Stacey Gray, 2017:17

As the above highlights, (1) the user desire to connect, (2) the desire of commercial actors to
keep users connected, (3) the addition of external and third-party connections via the IOT, AIAs
need to be contextualised in an existing complex always-on, always connected, connectivity
risk phenomenon (Middleton, 2007). As such, there is a need to interrogate the changing
risk/benefit analysis of products designed to harvest user data as mitigation of such risk can
prove invaluable to industry and commerce. Risk management is now common practice and
works in tandem with innovation and societal anticipatory research to provide fundamental
knowledge metrics, which are intrinsic to anticipatory governance research and governance
systems.
The utilisation of risk as a knowledge domain can prove fruitful given that its core principle is
the need to frame phenomenon in terms of potential harms/benefits metrication. In the context
of technology, especially consumer technologies sold to consumers as offering benefits, this is
largely intuitive and informative, with little attention given to the possible risks or harms
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associated with use. So much so, the question of risk is seldom stated unless specified by law,
as with the identification of possible harms. Since such legal determinations however, rely on
scientific burdens of proof which inevitably take time, the brisk advances of technology have
generated a pacing issue for systems of governance (Marchant and Herkert, 2011). Therefore,
in recent times technology ethics and risk has evolved to become a key knowledge source to
anticipatory research and governance. Using AIA devices such as Amazon’s Alexa (Amazon,
2017, 2019) presents an eco-system that can bring together and connect many different
consumer electronic devices ranging from domestic, transport and even commercial
accommodation contexts (Chung, Park, & Lee, 2017). Alexa and AIAs in general offer
commercial actors for the first time an eco-system that offers the ability to collect and
contextualise many different data sources from many different devices, locations and functional
contexts to allow a commercial actor to profile users with great detail (Lopatovska et al, 2019).
The challenge to communicate such complexity is to some extent offered by framing and
constructing such use cases via a connectivity risk narrative.

1. User desire to
connect

4. User Data
Profiling &
Commodification

AIA Ecosystem

2. Commercial
actors Behavioural
controls to keep
Users connected

3. IOT & Mulitdevice connectivity

Figure 4: The Venn diagram display the changing connectivity risk narrative and how the AIA eco-system can be framed
and communicated in terms of it.

Conclusion
In terms of regulation, the use of narrative to inform stakeholder views and actions implies a
flexibility and a greater need for timely upgrades in regulations at least in the short to medium
term. We are entering a highly dynamic period in terms of the wider phenomena of digitalisation
and that of the use of AIAs and responsiveness among public policy makers will be key in term
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of overcoming the acute “pacing problem” that we face in this sector (Marchant and Herkert,
2011). This article has identified the mounting need to situate AI technologies, such as AIAs,
within the continuum of the developing digital society. Our core purpose is to update and
augment existing narratives in order to construct a more accurate risk framework which
promotes more timely and accurate governance. Such a framework may also contribute to more
informed-risk awareness in relation to the “always-on” phenomenon and in terms of AIA as a
dominant vector of human engagement with the digital world.
The phenomenon of online connectivity presents a complex and changing dynamic risk
environment which transcends traditional geographical, political (Helbing et al, 2019), and
legal boundaries. This article posits the value of investigating the challenging scenario by
conceptually framing the different contexts of risk connectivity through a connectivity risk
narrative. Such a process houses a context- specific relational model of the changing
connectivity phenomenon in terms of risk. Contextualisation of risk relations provides an
economic medium of communication and can deliver the necessary risk knowledge to combat
the challenge of gamification of consent, self-governance and the lack of top-down governance.
We are often capable risk managers in daily lives and mitigate decisions regarding our
activities, this same risk awareness informed by the contextualisation information of digital
connectivity risk narrative can bring some degree of risk awareness to the use of AIAs in both
domestic and commercial applications. Moreover, the phenomenon of AIAs is more akin to a
digital ecosystem and there are further unfolding risks regarding how this ecosystem can easily
change and thereby also change the risk relations. Accordingly, I maintain the hybrid narrative
method forwarded in the paper to be equally adaptable to follow, capture, elucidate and
communicate the changing risk relations of AIAs.
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